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crypt of the necrodancer extras

For $15, I was expecting a lot more. I'd wait for a sale because the current price is way too steep for what you are given in this
pack. $7-$8 would be far more reasonable for what's included. When I first downloaded this DLC and went to check out my
purchase, I was surprised at how little there actually was.

There are no interior tilesets for hospitals, stores, police\/fire stations, restaurant, banks, etc - basically anything you would
expect in a pack with the word "CITY" in it. Interiors are pretty much limited to home\/apartment\/office type settings which
was a huge letdown.

However, the artist did a fantastic job so I'm giving this a thumbs up, but please keep the above in mind prior to purchasing. It is
a very limited pack and not worth $15 in my opinion.

Pros:
- Great looking art style.
- Character sprites are animated nicely.
- The exterior tileset is great and allows you to make all sorts of buildings and streets, as well as grass and tree tiles for parks and
forests.
- A few tiles for items like power ups and such.

Cons:
- Only 8 unique character sprites\/facesets (plus zombie versions).
- Extremely limited variety in the interior tiles as it only includes home\/office settings.

Overall: The art style is fantastic and the artist did an amazing job so I'm giving it a thumbs up, but I can't recommend this DLC
at $15 due to a really limited interior tileset and only 8 character sprites. WAIT FOR A SALE.. quot;We get one hop, we get
two hops...and then we get speed tech"

GOTY all years. Stuck at screen with choice between pad and keyboard. :/

Edit: Unplugging pad and pressing different buttons lead to nothing but finding that numpad keys might work for setting
volume.
It worked once before, but it was laggy as hell = 1 FPS.. A+ game, so much fun. The DLC makes more of a good thing great..
great game ,recommend for anyone
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I went for the feeling in my gut and let Kim Jong-un win worst feeling I’m gonna have Donald Trump, The FBI & the CIA on
my tail.. NOTE: I received a key explicitly for reviewing Blood of Magic. How I perceived this game whether it’s positively or
negatively is entirely up to me.

First of all, this game is still in the alpha stage of Early Access so expect a whole lot of bugs and errors. Since it’s in Alpha state
don’t expect too much on its gameplay and UI (well not yet).

PROS:

Gameplay: Town progression is well developed because you can upgrade the village and it’s very well done. You can build
blacksmith, windmills, barracks and etc. upgrade the market depending on which play style you want.

Combat is very far from being perfect but it’s in current state it’s very fun and challenging at the same time. Once you encounter
an enemy, the game will turn into a turn-based combat which your 6-man party will battle against wide-array of enemies.
Although the combat is simple right now and it’s really solid on technicalities.

Graphics: The Assets are impressive in spite of its state. It gives the feel of late 90s RPG games with improvements on visuals.

CONS:

UI: Now this is where the game gets tricky: The dialogue texts are everywhere; The font in the game is really bad; The game
uses Right-click to cancel an action instead of Escape; UI is really clunky and near unusable but the developers seem responsive
to the feedback and I appreciate that. Overall the UI needs more work to be functional.

Overall I am personally looking forward on the development of this game. It has lots of potentials if you make it work by
improving the current combat system, and fixing the appalling UI. And if it’s successfully fixed and developed, surely, it would
belong in the category of good games in 2016. The Developers are updating the game almost every week which is great in
comparison of some early access games, I’ll rate this game 8/10 on its current state.
. Reflex game but has serious bug about it... Nonsense achievement every second.. Dont ever try it.. I think this game is very
good for the price tag. Graphics looks great and it is very succesfull in terms of immersion. Gameplay and design is original and
variated enough with some interesting ideas. Obviously there's going to be much better VR sci-fi games in the future but for
now i think it sits amongst the best, therefore worth playing.

EDIT: after beating the game i second this evaluation i gave some times ago, i would like to add the reccomendation of going
through the optional Tutorial section before the actual game to better understand how things work.. "Old Is Gold", you just can't
compare this to RS2 Vietnam... The overall shooting system, the immersion It has. It's sads me that Tripwire went through
typical shooter gameplay for RS2.. extremely fun. Wow, where do I start.

1. These are not even puzzles. Every level is so easy it's unfathomable the devs would charge $$ for this.
2. You are literally buying achievements for every level. You should feel like an idiot when you get any of these "achievements"
because you literally achieved NOTHING. This game is so easy I just say, wow dev, you suck. You literally put ZERO effort
into making ANYTHING hard or even midocre.
3. DO NOT SUPPORT THIS DEV, Games this easy, uninspired, and downright awful deserver NOTHING.
4. This game can actually be beaten in less than 1 hr. I sat on my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pretending there was
something more meaningful IN ANY LEVEL, there is NOTHING. Each level is actually only a couple mins. Children can
complete this while napping.
5. A game like this should not be allowed on Steam, devs should have to put some work into make a "game" when they claim
"your mind will bend" etc.
6. Not even worth it if it was free.

I'm so deterred by this game it's just annoying. I really waited on this one because the concept seemed good. The basic premise
of the game has a lot of promise, but the puzzle making is SOOOOOOOOOOOO bad it's unbelievable. Take my advice, ALL
first person puzzle games are better than this one. It's THAT bad.. This is a "tetris style" game where the blocks fall in different
colours. After a few blocks you will get a block that gives you a choice of making that block a gem that will break all the blocks
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of that colour that are touching. Sounds simple enough and it is and often a simple concept makes for an addictive compelling
game (like Tetris\/bean machine, puyo pop, etc.).

The game has a zodiac theme and a small star mascot that narrates the story and shows you the game mechanics. personally I
found the star and the sound it makes annoying as all hell. The "story" is forgettable and the enemies being star constellations
isn't very engaging. There are no power-ups with the exception of a "break all blocks of that colour" warp gem.

There is some fun to be had here if you really like this sort of game, which I do but this was just not fun or engaging. It seemed
like luck if you got the opportunity to change a block into a gem and the game often just didn't give you the gem you needed on
higher difficulties. This wasn't because you didn't place blocks right it was just you are never given the chance to break them.
Which made losing feel like you were cheated rather than beaten.

Also every time you play you start from scratch. There is no save and as far as I can tell you beat the 12 zodiac signs then go
around again at higher difficulty, then again, then again until the game cheats you to death.

I am not sure how they could fix this game, the main problem is with the mechanic which is the game itself. There are plenty of
falling block games out there and most are better than this one. I cannot recommend I am afraid. And someone needs to kill that
star (or shoot the mascot designer. Looks like one of those Milky way chocolate stars. Must have taken all of 5 seconds to
draw\/design. Very poor indeed).
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